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Let G be a simple graph of order n and minimum degree $. The independent
domination number i(G) is defined to be the minimum cardinality among all maxi-
mal independent sets of vertices of G. In this paper, we show that i(G)n+2$&2 - n$.
Thus a conjecture of Favaron is settled in the affirmative.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=(V, E) be a simple graph of order n and minimum degree $. The
neighborhood of a vertex v in G is denoted by NG(v). An independent set
of G is a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices of G. A subset I of V is an
independent dominating set if I is an independent set such that every vertex
of V&I has at least one neighbor in I. The independent domination
number i(G) (or i for short) is defined to be the minimum cardinality
among all independent dominating sets of G. Note that an independent set
is dominating if and only if it is maximal, so i(G) is also the minimum
cardinality of a maximal independent set in G.
The parameter i(G) was introduced by Cockayne and Hedetniemi in [5]
and some results on it could be found in [112]. Favaron [6] might be the
first one to seek the upper bound for i(G) in terms of order n and minimum
degree $ of G, and obtained the following result.
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Theorem 1 [6]. For any graph of order n and minimum degree $,
imin[n&$, n+3$&2 - $(n+2$)].
The first bound applied for n2$n, and this is attained by regular
complete multipartite graphs. For $n2, the bound is far from the best.
In fact, Favaron posed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 [6]. For any graph of order n and minimum degree $,
in+2$&2 - n$.
Furthermore, Favaron gave a class of graphs F($, m) to show that if
Conjecture 1 is true, then the conclusion is best possible. For $ and m
positive integers, F($, m) are the graphs such that the vertex set V=
mk=1 Sk _ Fk where |Sk |=(m&1)$, |Fk |=$ and two vertices x and y are
adjacent in F($, m) if and only if x # Sk , y # Fk or x # Fk , y # F j , k{ j. It is
easy to verify that the graphs F($, m) satisfy i=n+2$&2 - n$.
In [8], Haviland improved the result of Theorem 1 and partially solved
Conjecture 1.
Theorem 2 [8]. For any graph of order n and minimum degree $, if
0$(n&2)7, then
in+3$&min[1+2 - $(n+2$&2), 2 - $(n+9$4)],
if (n&2)7$2n5 then i2(n&$)3, if 2n5$n2 then i$.
In this paper, we will show that Conjecture 1 is true.
2. PROOF OF CONJECTURE 1
In this section, we will give a proof for Conjecture 1. First we show a
lemma.
Lemma 1. Let X be a maximum independent set of G with |X|=r, and
Y=V&X. B=(X, Y) denotes the bipartite subgraph of G induced by the
edges between X and Y. Let y$ be a vertex in Y such that dB( y$)r$(n&r),
and Y$=[ y # Y | NB( y)NB( y$)]. Let Z be a maximal independent set of
G[Y$] containing y$.
(1) If |Z|&$dB( y$)&r$(n&r), then in+2$&2 - n$.
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(2) If |Z|&$>dB( y$)&r$(n&r), then for any proper subset Z$ of Z
we have
|Z&Z$|&$>dB( y$)&|NB(Z$)|&
r$
n&r
.
Proof. (1) Assume that |Z|&$dB( y$)&r$(n&r). Since (X&NB( y$))
_ Z is a maximal independent set of G, we have
i|X |&|NB( y$)|+|Z|
=r&dB( y$)+|Z|
r+$&
r$
n&r
n+2$&2 - n$.
(2) Since X is a maximum independent set and (X&NB(Z$)) _ Z$ is
an independent set, we have |X|& |NB(Z$)|+|Z$||X|, thus |Z$|
|NB(Z$)| and the conclusion is valid. K
Now we prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3. For any graph of order n and minimum degree $,
in+2$&2 - n$.
Proof. We may assume that $>0 since the conclusion is obviously true
for $=0. Note that n+2$&2 - n$n2 and n+2$&2 - n$=n2 if and
only if $=n4. When $=n4, by Theorem 2, we have
i2(n&$)3=n2=n+2$&2 - n$,
thus the conclusion is valid. Now we assume that n+2$&2 - n$>n2. We
are going to show the conclusion by contradiction. Assume that G is a
graph such that i>n+2$&2 - n$>n2. Let X be a maximum inde-
pendent set of G. Then r=|X |>n+2$&2 - n$. Denote Y=V&X. Then
|Y |=n&r. B=(X, Y ) denotes the bipartite subgraph of G, induced by the
edges between X and Y.
If x # X, then dB(x)=dG(x)$. Thus there exists a vertex y1 # Y such
that dB( y1)r$(n&r). Let Y1=[ y # Y | NB( y)NB( y1)] and Z1 be a
maximal independent set of G[Y1] containing y1 . By the contradiction
assumption and the first result of Lemma 1, we have |Z1|&$>dB( y1)
&r$(n&r). Denote B1=(X&NB( y1), Y&Z1). Note that for any v #
X&NB( y1), NB(v) & Z1=<. Thus for any v # X&NB( y1), dB1(v)=dB(v)$.
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Claim 1. There exists a vertex y2 # Y&Z1 such that dB1( y2)r$(n&r).
Proof. This is by contradiction. If the claim was not true, then
(r&dB( y1)) $
n&r&|Z1|
<
r$
n&r
.
It follows that
(n&r)(r&dB( y1))<r(n&r&|Z1| ),
or
r |Z1|<(n&r) dB( y1).
Since
|Z1|&$>dB( y1)&
r$
n&r
,
we have
dB( y1)<|Z1|&$+
r$
n&r
.
Thus
r |Z1|<(n&r) dB( y1)<(n&r) \ |Z1|&$+ r$n&r+ .
Therefore r( |Z1|&$)<(n&r)( |Z1|&$) is obtained. However, this is
impossible since r>n+2$&2 - n$>n2 and |Z1|&$>0. K
Let Y2=[ y # Y | NB( y)NB( y2)] and Z2 be a maximal independent set
of G[Y2] containing y2 . Let Y2=[ y # Y&Z1 | NB1( y)NB1( y2)] and Z2
be a maximal independent set of G[Y2] containing Z2 & Y2 . Obviously, Z1
and Z2 are disjoint, Z2Z1 _ Z2 and y2 # Z2 & Z2 .
Claim 2. |Z2 |&$>dB1( y2)&r$(n&r).
Proof. Since B1 is an induced subgraph of B=(X, Y), we have dB( y2)
dB1( y2)r$(n&r). By the contradiction assumption and the first result
of Lemma 1, we have
|Z2|&$>dB( y2)&
r$
n&r
.
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Since y2 # Z2 & Z2 , Z$=Z2&Z2 is a proper subset of Z2. Thus by the
second result of Lemma 1, we have
|Z2 |&$|Z2&Z$|&$
>dB( y2)&|NB(Z$)|&
r$
n&r
.
Furthermore, since Z$Z1 , NB(Z$)NB( y2)&NB1( y2) and thus dB( y2)
&|NB(Z$)|dB1( y2). Therefore, we have
|Z2 |&$>dB1( y2)&
r$
n&r
. K
Denote B2=(X&NB( y1)&NB1( y2), Y&Z1&Z2). Recurrently, for j2
let
(1) Bj=(X&NB( y1)&NB1( y2)& } } } &NBj&1( yj), Y&Z1&Z2& } } }
&Zj) and yj+1 # Y&(Z1 _ } } } _ Zj) such that dBj ( y j+1)r$(n&r),
(2) Y j+1=[ y # Y |NB( y)NB( yj+1)] and Z j+1 be a maximal
independent set of G[Y j+1] containing y j+1 ,
(3) Yj+1=[ y # Y&Z1&Z2& } } } &Zj | NBj ( y)NBj ( yj+1)],
(4) Zj+1 be a maximal independent set of G[Yj+1] containing
Z j+1 & Yj+1 such that
|Zj+1|&$>dBj ( yj+1)&
r$
n&r
.
Therefore there exist an integer t such that X=NB( y1) _ NB1( y2) _ } } } _
NBt&1( yt). Since Z1 _ } } } _ Zt Y, Z1 , ..., Zt are pairwise disjoint and
|Zj |$ we have that |Y||Z1|+ } } } +|Zt | and t(n&r)$.
Now we are ready to infer a contradiction. For j=1, ..., t, we have
obtained that
|Zj |&$>dBj&1( yj)&
r$
n&r
,
it follows that
|Zj |>dBj&1( y j)+$&
r$
n&r
,
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where we assume B0=B. Noting that
dB( y1)+dB1( y2)+ } } } +dBt&1( yt)
=|NB( y1)|+|NB1( y2)|+ } } } +|NBt&1( yt)|=|X|=r,
we have
|Y| |Z1|+|Z2 |+ } } } +|Zt |
>dB( y1)+dB1( y2)+ } } } +dBt&1( yt)+t \$& r$n&r+
=r+t \$& r$n&r+ .
Since $&r$(n&r)=$(n&2r)(n&r)<0, and t(n&r)$, we have
n=|X |+|Y |
>2r+t \$& r$n&r+
2r+
n&r
$ \$&
r$
n&r+
=n.
This is a contradiction and the proof is completed. K
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